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?Not Ashamed: Confident Evangelism in the 21st Century – This class will address the God-given mission of 

winsomely engaging unbelievers in our lives and the world around us with the truth of the gospel. 

Together we will come to appreciate the timeless truth that we are all created by God and live in a world 

created by God; therefore, it is impossible to believe any other truth claims about the world other than 

those revealed to us in scripture without our perspective being inconsistent with reality. We will seek to 

understand spiritually, emotionally and rationally the process of evangelism.   

The objective of this class is: To instill within every believer the confidence to speak truth into the lives of 

those with whom we work, learn and play, and evangelistically engage our society with the universal truth 

claims of scripture.  

Worldview: The manner in which we see the world and understand our place in it.  

Introduction: Last week we began our class by exploring three different things that we have lost: our vision 

or worldview, our minds - our ability to reason from the truth of scripture, and our confidence - certainty 

that the revelation of scripture is truth to govern all of life. This week we will seek to re-establish a 

Christian worldview by examining the framework of scripture and the truth claims the Bible makes on 

reality. The class last week, the class this week and the class that follows (April 19th) will all seek to lay a 

foundation upon which we will build a Christ-centered method of evangelism.  

In order to reestablish the Christian worldview we must have a doctrinal understanding of the major 

tenets of the biblical framework. The framework, which has often been mentioned throughout this 

semester, is the framework of Creation, Fall, Redemption, and Consummation.    

1) Creation – There is a term for the biblical view of creation that systematically answers the 
questions which philosophers from antiquity through the Enlightenment and the Age of Reason, 
as well as Modernity and Existentialism have long sought to answer. This term is Imago Dei in 
Latin and can be translated, image of God. The term Imago Dei answers the question, "who is 
man?" we derive this Biblical truth from Genesis 1:27, which reads, "So God created man in his 
own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he created them." The fact that 
man was created in the image of God means that scripture reveals the foundation of human 
dignity. The early Greek philosophers argued that the "ideal" man was the result of adherence to 
certain virtues. If man failed to adhere to these virtues, there was nothing to distinguish him from 
the rest of the natural order. The Age of Reason through the employment of science sought to 
base man's value as a derivative of chance and random mechanics. It is not a coincident that 
during this period of time Charles Darwin's book on the Descent of Man found traction and 
acceptance within popular culture. However, when Darwin's system was traced to its logical 
conclusion, social darwinianism became the standard of human dignity and fascism (the socio-
political survival of the fittest) became a possibility. When post-modern philosophers functioning 
from the framework that the existence of a thing precedes its essence found no super-imposed 
basis for the dignity of man, humanity lost any universal sense of value and individual lives became 
meaningless. Since society is made up of individuals, and culture is an expression of society both 
society as well as culture lost its footing and the chasm left post-modern man without hope. In 
contrast, the Christian worldview grounds the dignity and value of man in nothing less than the 
fact that every man is an image bearer of God.  
 

2) Fall – If man is made in the image of God, what went wrong? Or, to ask the question in a manner 
a post-modern existentialist would understand, if the essence of who man is derives from who 
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man was created to be, why is his existence altered from his essence? The biblical answer, and 
the explanation of the Christian worldview: the fall. The fall of man subjected mankind and all of 
creation under the curse of sin and death. Mankind is totally depraved meaning that there is no 
aspect of our nature that is not affected by the fall. This is not to say that mankind no longer bears 
the image of God, this is to say that the image borne is marred by the depravity of sin, but it is still 
there. Because the fall is a historical event that actually occurred, we have an innate, human 
tendency to take every gift God has given and idolize it. We remain, however, made for God and 
made to live in a world that God has built. This idolization of the created order (be it reason, self, 
or some other good thing we have idolized), hinders us from having a comprehensive view of 
“total truth”. Instead we hone in on whatever aspect of truth is most convenient within the 
framework of a fallen worldview and turn a blind eye to the rest that does not quite fit into the 
box of our obsession.  
 

3) Redemption – The Biblical doctrine of redemption is undergirded by two biblical truths: our 
election in Christ and the penal substitutionary atonement of Christ. These two truths are 
fundamental to the construction of a Christian worldview because they explain the exclusivity as 
well as the inclusivity of the gospel. In other words, these doctrines of scripture reveal how God 
has willfully determined to redeem fallen humanity within the confines of the world of reality in 
which we live. If justice were not an issue in the world created by God, then justice would not 
have needed satisfaction through the atonement. In the words of Aslan from C.S. Lewis’s Narnia 
series, when describing his resurrection to young Susan:  
 
"… though the Witch knew the Deep Magic, there is a magic deeper still which she did not know. 
Her knowledge goes back only to the dawn of time. But if she could have looked a little further 
back, into the stillness and the darkness before Time dawned, she would have read there a 
different incantation.” 
 
It was this same “Deep Magic” that led to the creation of Narnia to begin with and continued to 
govern all of Narnia though the majority were unaware or it.  Further, we understand what Christ 
is seeking to do through his gracious process of sanctification: He is seeking to restore the marred 
image of God by transforming us into the image of Christ.  
 

4) Consummation – Is humanity on an irreversible trajectory downward? Will the world end when 
some madman pushes the button igniting a nuclear conflagration? Has God, the proverbial clock 
smith wound the clock and left it to run to its own demise? The Christian worldview is 
eschatological in its very essence, meaning that we know the end of the story and have proof of 
the purpose of the Creator in His act of creation. This purpose is revealed to us in all of scripture 
and becomes the prevailing hope through life and death. This hope answers the ridicule of man 
throughout the ages because it answers the fundamental questions – why are we, though 
redeemed, still fallen? Why have swords not been beaten into plow shares and spears into 
pruning hooks?  Whereas redemption is the apologetic for why things are not as bad as they could 
be, the consummation is the apologetic for why things are not better than they are.  
 

5) Romans and the Biblical Worldview – In Romans 16-25 we see a beautiful summary of the human 
condition and gain a rational explanation for the limitations to our unaided reason discovering 
the God who is there. There are five important points that are to be made here:  
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1) The gospel is the power of God (vs. 16). This means the good news extending from 
the fall to the restoration of all things is the means through which total truth can be 
known. Christ said, “If you abide in my word, you are truly my disciples, and you will 
know the truth, and the truth will set you free.” John 8:31-32 We will be set free from 
enslavement to the idols of this world and liberated to become who we were created 
to be in Christ.  

2) Total depravity leads to suppression of the truth (vs. 18).  
3) Total truth is apparent in creation (vs. 19) – reality demonstrates the validity of the 

truth claims of scripture.  
4) Total depravity results in failure to see total truth (vs. 21) 
5) Rejection of total truth leads to the exaltation of lies (vs. 25) 

 
It is with this understanding that we gain insight into the inadequacies of all worldviews, ideas or 
philosophies which do not accept divine revelation as transcribed in scripture as the starting point 
for truth. God’s revelation to man becomes the “Deep Magic” referred to by Lewis, upon which 
the world was built and the only means through which one can live a life consistent with reality.  

 


